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Split 7 Ways, Immigrant Neighborhood Seeks to Unify Its Political Power

As New York begins to draw new legislative districts, partisan fights may overshadow the electoral harm the process can do to

some groups.

By Nicholas Fandos

Nov.10, 2021

When Ejaz Nabie saw his congregation in Queens become ensnared in one of New York's worst Covid-19 outbreaks last winter,

he did what any desperate community leader would do: He turned to his representative in state government for help.

For Mr. Nabie, the congregation's pastor, that meant trying seven of them.

The extraordinary outreach was not merely zealous, but a reflection of the surreal political geography of his Richmond Hill

neighborhood and adjoining South Ozone Park. The south Queens area, whose residents are heavily Indo-Caribbean and

Punjabi, is a prime example of the collateral damage caused by the way New York has historically drawn legislative

boundaries.

Seven State Assembly districts slice through the few square miles around Mr. Nabie's Faith Assembly church - dividing

blocks, congregations, even families. At several intersections, three out of four corners are split among different assembly

members, leaving residents with no clear leader to turn to in state government.

"We should have one person who we could hold accountable," said Mr. Nabie, 61, recalling his struggle to secure masks and

vaccine doses for his fellow immigrants from Guyana, Trinidad and elsewhere in the Caribbean. "Instead, I'm trying to hold

seven persons accountable who are all evading
me."

As New York begins the once-a-decade task of reshaping its congressional districts, the focus has mostly been on the kind of

seismic clashes between Democrats and Republicans that help determine majorities in Washington and Albany.

But as Mr. Nabie's experience illustrates, redistricting also involves something more fundamental: the battle for

representation, and how it can pit communities against one another and, sometimes, even their elected leaders' interests.

An intersection at 114th Street and Liberty Avenue in Queens. Three of four corners fall in
different State Assembly districts. JainesEstrin/The New York Times
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John Albert is pushing to unite the Richmond Hill, Queens, area in one legislative district.
For an immigrant group to truly establish itself in America, he said, its members need "a
viable way to elected office." JamesEstrin/The New York Times

South Ozone Park and Richmond Hill, which run north from John F. Kennedy Airport, through streets lined with Queen Anne-

style homes and elevated subway lines, are familiar emblems of modern New York City. Traditional white ethnic enclaves

have been reformulated by Latino and, later, South Asian immigrants, with stores selling saris and roti replacing Italian

bakeries and German beer halls.

But although the influx of newcomers has coalesced and become a dominant force culturally, political power has lagged. That

is largely because of an incoherent patchwork of City Council, State Senate and, above all, Assembly districts.

Divided among so many representatives, many in the community have grudgingly concluded that they are the priority of no

one.

Take brick-and-mortar district offices, the linchpins of government services and administration that provide a point of contact

for constituents, take feedback to Albany and act as clearing houses for state benefit and relief programs. Of the seven

Assembly members who represent parts of the area, only one, David I. Weprin, has opened a district office.

"We felt as if we were not a part of the democratic process, we felt neglected, we felt voiceless," said Taj Rajkumar, a

Guyanese-American professor who ran unsuccessfully for an Assembly seat in 2000 on a platform that included a call for

more immigrant services, a community center for older residents, increased job training and a health clinic.

"All of our struggles and all of our cries were falling on deaf ears," Mr. Rajkumar said. "That was the sentiment of the

community then and now."

Those who favor redrawing district lines to unify a community's voice have looked optimistically to New York's new

independent, bipartisan redistricting commission, which is supposed to remove lawmakers from the mapmaking process.

When the panel released its first draft maps in September, Democratic members proposed combining most of Richmond Hill

and South Ozone Park in one Assembly district.

But it may not be that simple. The commission's Republican members did not agree to the changes, and the panel appears

headed for the kind of partisan gridlock that could doom its proposals. If that happens, the process would revert to the State

Legislature, which may be less receptive to the community's appeals.

The best hope for proponents of redrawing Richmond Hill's district lines could be that the commission's maps give the

Legislature a new starting point, effectively shaming lawmakers.

Mr. Weprin acknowledged that his district made little sense geographically, with a major highway cutting Richmond Hill off

from the heart of the district. He said he had done his best to represent an "area I didn't know anything
about" before

becoming its assemblyman, and that he understood the community's interest in having a single representative.
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